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LAST TIME
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SPATIAL POSITION

bar chart histogram
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SPATIAL POSITION

dot plot line chart



BANKING TO 45
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perceptual principle: 
most accurate angle 
judgement is at 45

Cleveland 1994

The aspect ratio of a graph is an 
important factor for judging rate 
of change.
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layering: global compositing
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layering: item stacking

Byron 2008
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scented widgets

information scent: user’s (imperfect) perception of data

GOAL: lower the cost of information forging 
through better cues

Willett 2007
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interactive legends

controls combining the visual representation of static 
legends with interaction mechanisms of widgets

define and control visual display together

Riche 2010



administrivia
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feb 14-23 : proposal meetings

march 7 : presentation topics due

march 9 : proposals due

march 27-april 3 : project updates

april 5-24 : paper presentations

may 1 : final project presentations

may 3 : process books due
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-linking choices

-view choices



 target

 translate

 

 implement

 validate 
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 design



comments on readings?
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-linking choices
- linked highlighting
- linked navigation

-view choices



LINKED VIEWS 
multiple views that are simultaneously 
visible and linked together such that 
actions in one view affect the others
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LINKED HIGHLIGHTING
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LINKED NAVIGATION

19 http://www.historyshots.com/rockmusic/

http://www.historyshots.com/rockmusic/
http://www.historyshots.com/rockmusic/
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-linking choices

-view choices
-encoding: same or multiform
-dataset: same or small multiple
-data: all or subset (overview/detail)
-conditioning



MULTIFORM
difference visual encodings are used 
between the views
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SMALL MULTIPLE
each view uses the same visual encodings 
but shows a different data set
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OVERVIEW & DETAIL
one view shows information about entire 
dataset, while additional view(s) shows 
more detailed information about a subset 
of the data
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CONDITIONING
divide the dataset into subsets; show each 
subset in a different small multiples view
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CONDITIONING VARIABLES
dataset attributes used to chunk data into 
subsets

ENCODING VARIABLES
other dataset attributes used to visually 
encode the subsets



SCATTERPLOT MATRIX (SPLOM)

28 Cleveland 1994



HiVE

-conditioning: transform multidimensional 
data into a hierarchy 
-reconfigure conditioning hierarchies to explore 
data space
-use treemaps as spacefilling rectangular 
layouts
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Hierarchical Visual Expression



TREEMAP
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HiVE

- conditioning: transform multidimensional data 
into a hierarchy 

- reconfigure conditioning hierarchies to explore data 
space

- use treemaps as spacefilling rectangular layouts
- each rectangle is a conditioned subset
- nested graphical summaries

- size, shape, color used to show subset properties
- containment ordering by condition variables
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Hierarchical Visual Expression

Slingsby 2009



HiVE example: London property
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conditioning variables
house type

neighborhood
sale time

encoding variables
average price (color)

number of sales (size)

results
between neighborhoods, 

different housing distributions
within neighborhoods, 

similar prices
Slingsby 2009



HiVE example: London property
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conditioning variables
neighborhood location

neighborhood
house type

sale time (year)
sale time (month)

encoding variables
average price (color)

n/a (size)

results
expensive neighborhoods 

near center of city
Slingsby 2009
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TRELLIS

-panel variables
- visual encoding attributes

-conditioning variables
- assign to columns, rows, and pages

-main-effects ordering
-order conditioning variable levels/states based on 
derived data

- support perception of trends and structure in data

35 Becker 1996
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sort by group 
medians

Becker 1996



37 Becker 1996



critique
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L10: Filtering and Aggregation

REQUIRED READING
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